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Topics

Big Principles

Intro Talk
Seeing the bigger picture; Understanding casting from the other side of 
table; Helping decision-makers "make the leap"; The mind set difference 
between a performance and an audition; Dealing with rejection

Resume Receivers How they process resumes; Key things they look for in deciding to grant 
you an audition; Reference checking; It's a layered process

Expectations

FAQ: what do the decision-makers look for in an audition? Voice, 
Musicianship, Language, Understanding of the text, Flexible/expressive 
movement/gesture, "Good acting", Can s/he project in a large theater? 
Does s/he have "staying power"--can they be interesting for an entire 
evening? Other?

Nerves Being "judged" is naturally anxiety producing, how can we think of 
auditions in some other way?

Perspective Avoiding the "life and death" syndrome; the "only one chance" 
syndrome; a healthy perspective actually helps the audition itself

Feedback To whom do I listen? Whose opinions do I ask? How to translate 
comments into something productive.

Choice
Everything is perceived as a choice and conveys meaning: from the ear-
rings you wear, your hairstyle, the way you enter the room,  the gestures 
you make--it is all one thing.

Excuses A big no-no. What is the function of "the excuse" anyway?

Canceling When do I cancel? Will they give me another chance? Etiquette for 
canceling.

Be "Yourself"? What does "being yourself" mean in this rather formal context? Should 
you develop a "persona"?

Resources How do I find out about auditions? The importance of networking. OPERA 
AMERICA Singer forums

Budgeting Listing all the costs of auditioning, so that you can plan your finances 
properly and choose your auditions strategically

People attending should bring their resume and head shot as well as their audition list. Two-
three volunteers to present an audition in full dress mode
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Pre-Audition Prep

Audition Dossier
Should I start to audition? For whom do I audition? When should I 
audition for them? Research gives you an edge: Value of the dossier; 
Handout: Guide form

The cover letter A pre-Paper audition; what to include, how long, what should it say?

Resume

The Paper Audition: the real purpose of the resume; Basic principles on 
page layout: single page, Margins, Columns, "air space"; what to include 
and not; FAQs: Do I include Conductors, Directors, Coaches, Voices 
teachers? Chorus jobs? Concert work? Music Theater work? Role 
Preparations? Roles in Repertoire? Opera Scenes? Do I put my picture on 
the front of the Resume? Educational Background?

Head shot
The Optical Audition: the real purpose of the head shot: General 
Principles, Lighting (Chiaroscuro), clothing styles, Proportion of face to 
space, angles

DVD/CD The Screening Audition; important tips for this permanent record.

Cyber world The Cyber Audition: Emails? Online Applications. Is it time to start 
considering your own website? 

Fach and Type Career friction: lining yourself up with the realities of the business; how 
to objectify something so subjective.

The Audition List

Over-Exposed Pieces: The "Quando m'en vo'" syndrome; Rep choices 
and fach "confusion"-- what does "confusion" do and how to avoid it?; 
balance of language, style, familiarity, etc; Special cases: Zerbinetta's 
aria, Glitter and Be Gay--Careful of the length of your selections.

Monologues More frequent now; Sources for Monologues; protocol for monologue 
delivery

Accompanists Preparing music for them--clear instructions, user friendly, other tips; 
Tempo check; what pieces not to bring in cold
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The Audition Itself

The waiting
Warming up; "Cueing" yourself into the "zone"; Practical tips: energy 
food, hydration, activities to avoid anxiety build-up; networking--the 
audition monitor is a more important person than you might think…

The entrance
Is a sort of mini-performance and needs attention. You are giving the 
first impression--what is important to project? The greeting, silent or 
spoken?

"Housekeeping" #1 Establishing rapport with accompanist; Giving them the music, 
explaining cuts, tempi, etc. Where do I put my water bottle?

The introduction Your first vocal/personal impression

The moment The moment just before you start not only gets you into the "zone" but 
tells us a story about you as an artist as well as a character.

The performance

FAQs: How much "acting" and movement is appropriate? What gestures 
are appropriate? Should I use props? What about "prop arias" like "Dies 
Bildniss" or The jewel song? Where should I look/focus? Intros, 
Interludes and Out-tros; 

Second selection? Be prepared to introduce the remainder of your list; pronunciation! How 
much info do I give (title, opera, composer?)

The Thank You What do I say, if anything? 

"Housekeeping" #2 Gathering up your things

The Exit You are still making an impression…

The follow up

Now what? Does the event just evaporate? How do I get feedback?

The thank you note A nice gesture and memory cue.

The" Blacklist" What if I get on this list? How do I even know I am on this list?

Obsessing How to let it go. The value of putting it out there.


